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France

Coastal cities become
uninhabitable

Species go extinct and
ecosystems (services)
collapse

(Sub)tropics become
dangerously hot, resulting
in wars for food & water

Young people, especially, will be hit hard. (30-40y delay)
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WEF — Global risks landscape 2021

The Global Risks
Report 2021
16th Edition
INSIGHT REPORT

In partnership with Marsh McLennan, SK Group and Zurich Insurance Group

WEF — Global risks interconnection map 2020

Source: World Economic Forum Global Risks
Perception Survey 2019–2020.

Note: Survey respondents were asked to select up to six pairs o
interconnected. See Appendix B of the full report for more details
global risks are abbreviated; see Appendix A for the full name an
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sions every decade is marginally more ambitious than the scenario presented. Meeting the Paris Agreement goals
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Source: Rockström et al., 2017
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Multisolving for
people and climate
By leveraging cross-sectoral collaboration, it is possible to design and
implement projects that improve local health, produce financial savings,
and advance long-term climate goals all at once.
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Improve
health

Burn
less
coal

Protect
climate

Long-term

Short-term

Multisolving – one action, multiple solutions

Variable
rainfall

Impacts of
climate
change on
health

Stronger
storms

Droughts

Reduced food
security, malnutrition

Increased
human migration
Floods

Sea level
rise

Destruction of
homes & health
facilities

New infectious
disease challenges

Diminished
supply of
clean freshwater
Fires
Severity of asthma
and other
respiratory diseases

Changes
in local
ecosystems

Increase in
extreme
heat days
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Increases risk of
crop failure

FIGUR E 1-3

Changes in
transmission season
and geographic
range of disease
vector
Levels of ozone,
pollutants, &
pollen

Deaths from
cardiovascular and
respiratory diseases

Multisolving at the intersection of health and climate. Climate Interactive, Jan. 2018
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Multisolving at the intersection of health and climate. Climate Interactive, Jan. 2018

MULTISOLVING POLICY AREAS
Examples of Climate
Benefits (long term, global)

Examples of Health Benefits
(short term, local)

Increased resilience
to extreme events

Community-based public health
response services also provide benefits
during non-emergency conditions

Reduced CO2 emissions
from transportation

Increased physical activity from walking
and cycling reduces obesity and chronic
disease

Reduced CO2 emissions
from energy generation

Reduced air and water pollution from
mining, refining, and burning fossil
fuels reduces asthma and respiratory
disease, heart disease, and premature birth

Energy efficiency

Reduced CO2 emissions
from built environment

More comfortable homes provide health
benefits, and reduced home energy costs
allow low-income residents greater
spending on other needs

Food and diet

Plant-based foods have a
lower carbon footprint

Reducing the fraction of meat in diets
provides health benefits

Plants sequester carbon
and are protective
against climate impacts

Presence of trees and green space reduces
air pollution and improves mental health
and opportunities for recreation and
physical activity

Climate adaptation

Urban design

Fossil fuel free

Nature-based
solutions

Municipalities
are driving the
transition
2% of surface area
70% of CO2 emissions
Many networks of cities:
Covenant of Mayors, C40,
ICLEI, Eurocities,
Energycities, …
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Driving
transitions
is hard
Excel, powerpoint,
conferences, …
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wo.man

Digitally collaborate
with your city team and
peers to get your city on
a 1.5°C trajectory with
FutureproofedCities.
Make it effective, easier, and more rewarding and
join the global community.
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FutureproofedCities

FutureproofedCities helps in 4 ways
internally

Develop climate plan

plan
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Monitor & manage
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externally

action

Engage stakeholders

Measures — overview + return
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Climate measures’ 3x ROI:
carbon, financial, co-benefits
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CO2 emissions inventory + prognosis
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Measures — financials
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Discounted cash flow + split
incentives taken into account.
Modifiable at any moment by users.

Co-benefits & SDGs of climate plan
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Co-benefits & contribution to SDGs
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More
comfort and
a higher real
estate value

Quality of housing
& built environment

Because of building insulation
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Health and
well-being

Safety & security

More safety,
health and
better air
quality
By having more bike lanes
Every euro invested in a cycle path yields
from 2 to 14 euros in health benefits: VITO
Considering: less bicycle accidents and
more physical activity leading to improved
health.
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Less
dependent,
more
resilient &
cleaner air

Aﬀordable &
clean energy

Because of local energy production
A grid independent energy source could increase
the resilience of households and buildings to
extreme events when outages occur. (source)
Energy production fueled with coal causes
around 23300 premature deaths in Europe:
(source).
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Life on land

Less air pollution
& waste

Cooler &
cleaner air
and space for
recreation
Because of more green & nature in
the streets
Green roofs reduce mortality attributed
to air pollution. Patients with exposure to
green areas need 30% fewer painkillers
in hospitals.
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Work and
economic growth

More local
jobs
In building renovation and
renewables
A record breaking 11 million jobs in 2018: as renewables
continue to generate employment, policy makers and
businesses are beginning to see beyond the purely
environmental benefits and recognise the broad socioeconomic opportunities and benefits that renewables can
bring (source)
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Genk, Stiemerbeekvallei
Safety & security

Health and
well-being

Protection
against
floods
By dehardening, giving space
back to nature, reopening
rivers…
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Co-benefit

Quality of housing
& built environment

Access to transport
& other services

Description
Encourage mixed-income areas, ensure
high quality and quantity of public
spaces and recreational areas, improve
the quality of the buildings and improve
the affordability and accessibility to
good housing for everyone.

Insulation of windows
and roofs provides more
comfort to dwellers.

Provide better access for everyone to
transport, amenities and affordable
services in physical and virtual space.

Sharing cars opens up
the possibilities for more
mobility.

Lower the rate of crime and accidents
and reduce the risks for the population.

Good cycling
infrastructure improves
safety in the road.

Promote diversity, community
engagement and social cohesion through
shared spaces and activities to increase
the sense of community.

Creation of water
squares for stormwater
retention can be a place
for people to meet.

Safety & security

Diversity &
social cohesion
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Example

Related SDGs

Co-benefit

Health and
well-being

Less hunger &
local food
production

Quality of
education
& sensibilisation

Gender
equality
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Description

Example

Improve the quality and accessibility of
the public health system for everyone
and encouraging a healthy lifestyle,
improving the quality of life.

More green in the street
cleans the air people
breathe.

Ensure access by all people to safe,
nutritious and sufficient food all year
round.

Planting fruit trees can
provide small sources of
food to neighbours.

Improve accessibility and quality of
education for everyone, improve
awareness on societal challenges.

Passive schools foster
education about
sustainability among
young people.

Eliminate all forms of violence against
women and girls in the public and
private spheres, ensuring access to
equal education and opportunities.

Energy cooperatives are
found to be more woman
friendly, increasing the
participation of woman
in the energy sector,

Related SDGs

Co-benefit

Description

Promote synergies between adaptation
and mitigation efforts.

PV solar panels abate
emissions and make
people independent from
grid outages due to
extreme events.

Reduce energy consumption, use waste
energy and produce renewable energy.

Renewable energy
production being more
affordable than fossil
fuels.

Stimulate biodiversity and nature
conservation, combating desertification
and restoring degraded soil.

Re opening rivers create
more space for nature.

Ensure full water access and improve
water quality for everyone.

Disconnecting paved
surfaces from sewer
systems improves water
quality.

Mitigation &
adaptation

Aﬀordable &
clean energy

Example

Life on land

Cleaner water
and sanitation
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Related SDGs

Co-benefit

Less air pollution
& waste

Eﬃcient material use
& recycling

Work and
economic growth

Industry, innovation,
infrastructure
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Description

Example

Decrease waste, noise and pollution (of
air water and soils).

More use of EV decrease
emissions of particulate
matters.

Treat resources (materials, water, food
and land) efficiently and sustainably,
among others by decreasing
consumption and increasing recycling
and renewable production.

Roof insulation
increases the lifetime of
roofs, requiring less
material to be used
overall.

Improve local employment,
opportunities and skills. Develop quality,
reliable oner resilient infrastructure to
support economic development and
human well-being.

Wind and solar energy
production projects
have the potential to
bring long-lasting quality
jobs

Develop quality, reliable, sustainable
and resilient infrastructure to support
economic development and human wellbeing, with a focus on affordable and
equitable access for all.

Purchase of green
electricity supports the
development of more
renewable electricity
projects

Related SDGs

Co-benefit

Responsible consumption,
production

Attractiveness &
competitiveness

Community involvement
& participation

Multi-level and
transversal
governance
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Description

Example

Promote resource efficiency, sustainable
infrastructure, and providing access to
basic services.

Mobility budget from
the municipality
encourages citizens to
use public transport
more

Improve the appeal of the city for
residents and businesses.

A car-free downtown
makes the city more
attractive to locals and
visitors to walk in

Increase citizen participation and
enhance the active involvement of endusers, the community and professional
stakeholders in city developments.

Energy cooperatives
foster a community with
common goals

Increase support for city initiatives by
providing city policies and budget at
different government levels, increase
transversal collaborations.

Reducing the energy
use in public buildings
can create a common
understanding for
further projects

Related SDGs

Internationally
recognised solution

A YEAR OF CLIMATE ACTION WITH
WWF AND FUTUREPROOFED
WHY: WWF aims to boost cities’ capacity to respond to the climate
crisis and align them with the goal of limiting climate change to 1.5 °C.

HOW:

IN BRIEF:
• Visualize your city’s

a cutting-edge platform where you can craft impactful climate action
•

Apply for your spot now.

WHAT: FutureproofedCities is a digital tool that helps cities

• Get help to assess

collaborate with workteams, peers and citizens to develop, implement
and monitor their climate action plan. The platform assists cities in

basis
•
•

FutureproofedCities helps local authorities to reach their targets
through a user-friendly tool with personal trainers to turn the
roadmap into reality.

•
•
•

•

repository

Futureproofed x WWF cities
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Jakarta, Paris, Quito, Louisville,
Istanbul, …

200 cities, representing
80 M inhabitants
in 19 countries,
emitting 215 Mton CO2e/year
collaborate on
FutureproofedCities,
sharing solutions and working
together to tackle the climate
crisis in their local communities.

2022

In closing…
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A range
of
systems
thinking
skills
A range of systems thinking skills

“Laundry list” thinking mental model
Build Complex
Models
2%
Apply
Systems Thinking
Skills
95-100%

Gangs

Source: sustainability institute

Build
Simple Maps
40-50%

Build
Simple
Models
15-20%

Violence

A range
of
systems
thinking
skills
Systems’
thinking
mental
model
A range of systems thinking skills
Effect is also cause

Build Complex
Models
2%
Apply
Systems Thinking
Skills
95-100%

Gangs

Source: sustainability institute
Source: tracing connection (voices of systems thinkers)

Build
Simple Maps
40-50%

Build
Simple
Models
15-20%

Violence

A range
of
systems
thinking
skills
Systems’
thinking
mental
model
The
basics
A range of systems thinking skills
Effect
is
also
cause
Examples of basic stock & flow models

Stocks represent accumulation of, for
example people, things, cars, stress...

Flow

Flows represent actions or activities that
fill or drain accumulations over time
Apply
Connectors show causal
relationships
Systems
Thinking
Skills
that drive the generation of
activity
95-100%

Gangs

Build
Simple Maps
40-50%

Converters modify flows and other
converters. One of their most common
uses is to tell how quickly an action
happens.
A feedback loop is formed when changes
in the stock affect the flow into or out of
that same stock.
Source: sustainability institute
Source:
tracing
connection
(voices
of systems
thinkers)
Source:
Tracing
connections,
sustainability
institute

Build Complex
Stock
Models
2%

Build
Simple
Models
15-20%

Violence

Connector

Feedback

Converter

Basic stock and flow models

Stocks
&
flows
A range
of
systems
thinking
skills
A range of systems thinking skills
Rules of grammar

Rule 1: Respect unit consistency
All flows into and out of a stock must
bear the same units-of-measure as the
stock itself, but on a per time basis.
Artic ice cover

Ocean freezing

(km2/year)

(km2)

Rule 2: Respect conservation laws
All physical flows come from somewhere
(i.e., deplete some feedstock),
and go to
Build Complex
Models
somewhere (i.e., fill some
repository).
2%

Candidate pool

Apply
Systems
Thinking
Artic ice thawing
Skills
2/year)
(km
95-100%

Build
Simple Maps
40-50%

Build
Simple
Being
hired
Models
15-20%

Employed youth

Former employees

Losing jobs

In building a model, you must draw the
boundary of the system you want to model.

Employed youth

Room temperature

Being hired

(people/year)

Losing jobs

(people)

(people/year)

Heat from furnace

Heat to outside

Knowledge

Source: sustainability institute
Source: sustainability institute; Futureproofed

Learning

Forgetting

A Models
range
of
systems
thinking
skills
with
feedback
loops
A range of
systems
thinking skills
Flow
Earning
interest

Stock

x

Cash on
bank
account

Health of
relation

y apart
Growing

Build Complex
Models
rate of decay
2%

Feedback

of relationship

Interest rate

Apply
Systems Thinking
Converter
Skills
95-100%

Methane release
Flow
from permafrost

Stock
Global
warming

Build
Simple Maps
40-50%

Build
Simple
Models
15-20%

x

Converter

y
forgetting

Memoriz
ed facts

Feedback
Methane release
rate per °C warming

Source: sustainability institute

Converter

Source: Futureproofed, Barry Richmont

memory time
constant
Converter

A range
of
systems
thinking
skills
A range of systems thinking skills
Build Complex
Models
2%
Apply
Systems Thinking
Skills
95-100%

Source: sustainability institute

Build
Simple Maps
40-50%

Build
Simple
Models
15-20%

A range
of
systems
thinking
skills
Applying
systems
thinking
A range
of systems
thinking
skills

Applying systems’ thinking

The following curve is instructive regarding how to apply system dynamics
Value/
Utility

Complex model/interface
Apply
Build
Systems Thinking
Simple
model/interface
Simple
Maps
Skills
40-50%
95-100%

Build
Simple
Models
15-20%

Build Complex
Models
2%

“Mother of all Models”

Simple stock & flow map

“Conversational” use of thinking skills

There’s value to be added at many points along the curve!

Source: sustainability institute

Effort/Time Expended;
Skill Required

•

Annual global greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions in the energy sector decline steadily through the
transition from approximately 30 GtCO2eq in 2015 to zero by 2050 (see Figure KF-4). The remaining
The sustainable
energy
system is
cumulative greenhouse gas emissions are approximately 422 GtCO2eq from
2018 to 2050.
Energy-related
more efficient and cost-effective than
GHG emissions account for more than 60% of total global GHG emissions
in
2015.
the existing fossil and nuclear system,

Global energy-related greenhouse gas
emissions can be reduced to zero by
meets
the
1.5°C
carbon
budget
and
•
In
contrast
to
popular
claims,
a
deep
decarbonisation
of
the
power
and
heat
sectors
is
possible
by
2050, or sooner, across all energy sectors
creates 15m additional jobs.

2030. The transport sector will lag behind, with a massive decline of greenhouse gas emissions from
2030 to 2050 (see Figure KF-4).

Figure KF-4: Total GHG emissions (left) and jobs in the power sector (right) during the energy transition from 2015 to 2050 worldwide.
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“

Human progress is
neither automatic
nor inevitable.
Martin Luther King Jr.
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Choose your future

‘Vuile gammele treinen. Stinkende, troosteloze files waar
je ziek van wordt. Willen we dat nu echt? Nog altijd?’
Milieupoliticoloog Hans Bruyninckx (49), sinds
vijf maanden hoofd van het Europees Milieu Agentschap
in Kopenhagen, over de oppeppende kracht van
schone lucht, helder water en kennis over
de opwarmende wereldbol.
tekst: Barbara Debusschere
foto’s: Thomas Sweertvaegher

